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Deceptive Opinions Detection Using New Proposed Arabic Semantic Features

Amel Ziani a,b*, Nabiha Azizi c, Didier Schwab d, Djamel Zenakhr a,e, Monther Aldwair i, Nassira Chekkai f, Nawel Zemmal c,g, Marwa Hadj Salah d,h

Abstract

Some users try to post false reviews to promote or to devalue other’s products and services. This action is known as deceptive opinions spam, where spammers try to gain or to profit from posting untruthful reviews. Therefore, we conducted this work to develop and to implement new semantic features to improve the Arabic deception detection. These features were inspired from the study of discourse parse and the rhetoric relations in Arabic. Looking to the importance of the phrase unit in the Arabic language and the grammatical studies, we have analyzed and selected the most used unit markers and relations to calculate the proposed features. These last were used basically to represent the reviews texts in the classification phase. Thus, the most accurate classification technique used in this area which has been proven by several previous works is the Support Vector Machine classifier (SVM). But there is always a lack concerning the Arabic annotated resources specially for deception detection area as it is considered new research area. Therefore, we used the semi supervised SVM to overcome this problem by using the unlabeled data.
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1. Introduction

Online reviews are becoming the cornerstone for users’ decisions on the ever-growing social media networks, online shopping and blogs. However, sometimes these reviews may be misleading. Deceptive opinion detection is a critical and important task for opinions analysis and recommendation systems. Where the main goal of this task is to eliminate the suspicious, fake or trolling opinions leaving only the genuine and organic ones ([1]; [2]; [3]; [4]; [5]; [6]; [7]; [8]; [9]; [10]; [11]). Deceptive opinion is the review with trickery or fake opinions, designed to misguide the users or to attract people’s attention. For example, to promote or damage the reputation of products ([12]; [13]). Deceptive opinions detection can be considered as bi-class classification problem. Most studies use machine learning approaches for the classification phase, such as Ott et al. (2011). Therefore, to enhance the classification performance most works focused on finding the most effective features. Feature engineering is important; however, it is difficult to represent data with statistically, syntactically or semantically accurate characteristics. As most previous works studied the syntactic features extraction, they were based on analyzing local information, but none of them have explored semantic features for Arabic deceptive opinions detection. That is attributed to the exceptional structure of Arabic phrases. Therefore, we have devoted our latest researches to discover deeper semantic features for Arabic deceptive opinions detection.

This work is primarily concerned with the task of opinions classification, this process deals with an important phase, the extraction of the features vector. Representing a review text with features vector is considered to be most efficient way in processing, even for Arabic datasets, because of its complex morphology [14]. Therefore, we used a set of lexical features chosen and tested in few earlier works ([15]; [16]), namely: emotionalism, reflexivity, addressing, number of positive words, etc. These features were used in multiple experiments and have proven their effectiveness in different propositions, but there was always a weakness in the reviews representation that influenced the system performance. The inadequate use of statistical and semantic features for representing the reviews in an efficient way, led us to explore new features with semantic aspects for better representation of the Arabic texts. Therefore, the idea of the proposed approach is to fuse the two types of features; the old lexical set and the new semantic set to profit from all the aspects of Arabic phrase structure. Thus, we explore the possibility of integrating the polarity of phrase connectors generated by a discourse parser into the process of extracting the features in order to detect the polarity of deceptive opinions. This proposition has been supported by the important effect of discourse processing and coherence relations in the opinion analysis. Where, the general meaning of an opinion or its polarity can be affected by the relation between its phrases, as any phrase polarity can be reinforced by the polarity of their successor or ancestor or can be a negation. All these factors have been taken into account in the feature’s extraction phase for the classification of deceptive opinions. SVM classifiers have showed their effectiveness in opinion mining as supervised learning algorithm. In a previous work, we have carried out an experiment to test the performance of multiple classifiers such as; Support Vector Machine, Multi-Layer Perceptron, Naïve Bayes, Multinomial Naïve Bayes, Random Sub Space and Decision Trees. That experiment has proven that there exist other classifiers, other than SVM that gives higher rates for opinion mining such as Multi-Layer Perceptron. Nevertheless, SVM is considered to be more flexible and easier to adapt with other techniques without losing its advantages, this was concluded during another previous study, that analyzed the SVM classifier and its entire kernel functions. Noting that the most of available datasets for deceptive detection are semi labeled and none of them are in Arabic language. And for the goal of considering all the datasets instances (the labeled and the unlabeled) to ameliorate the separation margin between the classes, we have been encouraged to use the semi-supervised (S3VM).

In the remainder of this paper, firstly we outline and detail the proposed approach, with all the phases; the data acquisition, the features extraction, the deceptive opinions detection with S3VM. Later, we discuss the experimental results.

2. Structure Proposed system for the Arabic opinions polarity detection

The internet users have always been interested of knowing other’s opinions and recommendations. In order to satisfy their needs, an Arabic deceptive opinions detection system has been proposed in this paper to detect the deception in the online reviews. Nevertheless, to be able to design the system architecture, we realized that this architecture should meet the following requirements (Fig.1):
2.1. Data acquisition

The task of obtaining annotated data for deceptive opinions detection is becoming the biggest concern for researchers. In [17], the authors used Dianping dataset that consists of reviews of popular restaurants in Shanghai, China from Nov. 2011 to Apr. 2014. Each review is labeled as spam or non-spam using Dianping’s commercial spam filter. They take a reviewer as a spammer if s/he has at least 10% of his/her reviews detected as fake/spam by Dianping. They proved that this cutoff allows for some errors in Dianping’s detection. Also, among the reviewers with at least one spam review, only 2.3% of them have less than 10% spam reviews.
Other researchers ([19]; [12]; [20]) reported analyses of the Yelp filter based on reviews they crawled. They assumed those reviews which are filtered by Yelp are spam and compiled two datasets respectively: Yelp-Chicago [19] and YelpZip [20]. However, these datasets do not have all reviews of each reviewer as they crawled Yelp reviews based on products. Ott et al. (2011) have proposed an approach for generating positive deceptive opinion spam using Amazon’s popular Mechanical Turk crowdsourcing service [12]. Later Ott et al. (2013) used Amazon’s Mechanical Turk service to produce another publicly available dataset of negative deceptive opinion spam [18]. Therefore, there is no suitable Arabic dataset for our experiments which require complete well-structured reviews in Arabic. Thus, and after we analyzed the mentioned English dataset we noticed that they generated a considerable number of structured truthful and deceptive opinions in English, what made us think in translate it to Arabic to construct an Arabic dataset for our experiments. We used this solution to overcome the lack of Arabic deception datasets and to use meaningful structured texts.

2.2. Feature extraction

The feature extraction is the process of extracting the main characteristics of the text. For a machine learning algorithm to perform well, it is essential to have features that are descriptive of the text.

The common classifiers and learning algorithms cannot handle the emotional text directly. So, we have to represent them in the form that classification algorithm can deal with. The documents are typically represented by feature vector.

In this section, we describe in detail the list of lexical and semantic features we have constructed for the classification task.

a) Lexical features

The selected statistical features were used and tested in many previous studies, that is why we were able to analyze them through all the experiment and notice that despite their effectiveness with small data it doesn’t represent well the texts in Arabic because the Arabic language has a very complex morphology and have special relations. That is what makes those relations important and can influence the general polarity of an opinion. And that what inspired us to propose new semantic features based on rhetoric relations.

b) The proposed semantic features extraction

By analyzing different studies, we noticed the important effect of discourse processing and coherence relations in the opinion analysis. Where, the general meaning of an opinion or its polarity can be affected by the relation. So, it can reinforce it or contradict it as it is explained in the following examples:

- أنا أحبيت جدا المقال لأنه وصف المباراة بالتفصيل بالرغم من أن المباراة كانت فاشلة وخسر فريقنا ولكننا نشكرك سيدتي الكاتب على مجهودك.
- لأنه، بالرغم، و لكننا

The coherence relations (Discourse connectives):

- Explanation
- Opposition
- Likening
- Condition
- Cause

As the second EDU’s polarity is positive it reinforces the polarity of first EDU because of the explanation relation that connects between these two EDUs.

We can conclude that the polarity score of the relation can affect the general polarity score of the phrase, which can be: positive, negative or neutral. Therefore, we have proposed a new set of features that helps in representing the opinion text. So, our proposition is based on the discourse relations, as mentioned before there are too many to work with but as the Arabic language is very rich with connections letters (horouf), we chose only the most important ones in Arabic discourse, which are: explanation, cause, condition, likening, opposition and difference. The proposed features are shown in table 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. The proposed features.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Explanation_Pos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explanation_Pos= Explanation_Pos+1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Explanation_Neg
If the classification result of both the explanation EDUs is negative;
Explanation_Neg = Explanation_Neg +1

Explanation_Ntr
If the classification result of both the explanation EDUs is neutral;
Explanation_Ntr = Explanation_Ntr +1

Cause_Pos
If the classification result of sub tree the Cause EDUs is positive;
Cause_Pos = Cause_Pos +1

Cause_Neg
If the classification result of sub tree the Cause EDUs is negative;
Cause_Neg = Cause_Neg +1

Cause_Ntr
If the classification result of sub tree the Cause EDUs is neutral;
Cause_Ntr = Cause_Ntr +1

Condition_Pos
If the classification result of sub tree the condition EDUs is positive;
Condition_Pos = Condition_Pos +1

Condition_Neg
If the classification result of sub tree the condition EDUs is negative;
Condition_Neg = Condition_Neg +1

Condition_Ntr
If the classification result of sub tree the condition EDUs is neutral;
Condition_Ntr = Condition_Ntr +1

Likening_Pos
If the classification result of sub tree the likening EDUs is positive;
Likening_Pos = Likening_Pos +1

Likening_Neg
If the classification result of sub tree the likening EDUs is negative;
Likening_Neg = Likening_Neg +1

Likening_Ntr
If the classification result of sub tree the likening EDUs is neutral;
Likening_Ntr = Likening_Ntr +1

Opposition_Pos
If the classification result of sub tree the opposition EDUs is positive;
Opposition_Pos = Opposition_Pos +1

Opposition_Neg
If the classification result of sub tree the opposition EDUs is negative;
Opposition_Neg = Opposition_Neg +1

Opposition_Ntr
If the classification result of sub tree the opposition EDUs is neutral;
Opposition_Ntr = Opposition_Ntr +1

Difference_Pos
If the classification result of sub tree the difference EDUs is positive;
Difference_Pos = Difference_Pos +1

Difference_Neg
If the classification result of sub tree the difference EDUs is negative;
Difference_Neg = Difference_Neg +1

Difference_Ntr
If the classification result of sub tree the difference EDUs is neutral;
Difference_Ntr = Difference_Ntr +1

In order to calculate the previous features, we follow the following steps.
Step 1: Construct the dependency tree.
Step 2: Classify the EDUs and calculate the features while parsing the tree with algorithm 2.
Step 3: Get the new features.
Below we discuss each step in more details.

Step 1: Construct the dependency tree
In order to construct the dependency tree, we have to segment the discourse. As we mentioned before in section, the discourse segmentation aims at splitting texts into Elementary Discourse Units (EDUs), which are the sub-phrases that are connected with a coherent relation. That means we need to identify the coherent relations by extracting the existed connectors from table mentioned in section. Using these extracted units, we can construct the tree where:
1. Every EDU is a leaf node in the tree.
2. For every two connected EDUs, there exist a root node containing the connector.
3. To decide what node is the tree head node, we follow an algorithm that uses the priority of the relations. The priority criteria were defined before in our algorithms after a deep analysis of the connectors or “el horouf” in Arabic language where some of these relations have more importance than the other in the discourse. Therefore, the used coherence relations that follow this priority order: Opposition, Difference, Condition, Explanation, Cause, Likening.

After deciding all the units and the tree head, we will be able to construct the tree and to assign to each node and leaf two parameters (Figure 2): class and polarity scores, where these two parameters will be used and calculated in step two.

**Step 2: Classification**

According to the phrase dependency structure, we parse it hierarchically from leaf nodes to root node. The leaves will be the EDUs of the review text, that’s why we have proposed to classify the leaves in order to decide the polarity score and the class of the relation in the parent node.

For each hierarchy in the form of branching triplets (Troot $\rightarrow$ Tleft Tright), we have to classify each leaf in the tree to decide the root polarity. That will be done by classifying all the leaves using the next algorithm:

The main steps of the classification algorithm:

**Step 1:** Parse the tree (Left, Right, Root)

**Step 2:** For each couple leaves (Tleft, Tright), classify sub-phrases (left EDU and right EDU) using the S3VM

If class $T_{left}$ =/= class $T_{right}$ then

The root polarity score = Max polarity score ($T_{left}$, $T_{right}$)

The root class = the class of the Max polarity score ($T_{left}$, $T_{right}$)

Else class = class $T_{right}$ and The root polarity score = Max polarity score ($T_{left}$, $T_{right}$)

**Step 3:**

For each root node:

Detect the coherent relation and increment the features based on the polarity of the root node.

End.

Our goal from this phase is to calculate the proposed features, which are the relations between the EDUs, where each relation can have a polarity. As we set the root node is the relation, then its polarity or the root polarity is calculated from the leaves of this node.

Therefore, the features are incremented when their associated relation are found in the sub trees:

For example, in case of the root node= explanation then

If the root class = positive, then Explanation_Pos = Explanation_Pos+1;

Else if the root class = negative then Explanation_Neg = Explanation_Neg+1;

We follow the same steps to calculate all the features to construct the new features vector for classification phase.
2.3. Deceptive opinions detection

Supervised learning applicable to deceptive opinions detection, which can be naturally formulated as a classification problem with two classes, deceptive and truthful. However, as mentioned earlier, the key difficulty is that it is very hard, if not impossible, to recognize deceptive reviews reliably by manually reading them because a spammer can carefully craft a fake review that is similar any genuine review [13]. Despite these difficulties, several supervised detection algorithms have been proposed and evaluated in various ways. Only few available datasets provide deceptive and truthful reviews, that is the reason why we proposed to use a semi-supervised algorithm S3VM in order to overcome the lack of annotated data. This classification phase is considered as a multiclass problem, where the resulted classes are (deceptive positive, deceptive negative, truthful positive and truthful negative).

As the name suggests, semi-supervised learning is somewhere between unsupervised and supervised learning. In fact, most semi-supervised learning strategies are based on extending either unsupervised or supervised learning to include additional information typical of the other learning paradigm. Semi-supervised learning is attractive because it can potentially utilize both labeled and unlabeled data to achieve better performance than supervised learning. From a different perspective, semi-supervised learning may achieve the same level of performance as supervised learning, but with fewer labeled instances. This reduces the annotation effort, which leads to reduced cost.

Now to train and classify this semi-supervised classifier we need a perfect representation for the text reviews. For this reason, we have used two sets of features: statistical and semantic.

3. Experimental results and evaluation

As the deception detection field is basically an opinion mining problem, and as our work line is focused on opinions polarity detection, we have carried multiple experiments in order to highlight the importance and to clarify the effect of the proposed semantic features for both cases.

From the various research publications being mentioned before, only the similar works to our proposition were chosen to state their results as they were originally published by authors in order to compare our obtained results to them. The comparison is shown in table 2.

To position our work between the existed works we have made a comparative study with our previous works and some related works with available results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Work</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>Fmeasure</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Previous work</td>
<td>Manual constructed (150 reviews)</td>
<td>Statistical features</td>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>81.85</td>
<td>85.67</td>
<td>84.76</td>
<td>85.99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ziani et al., 2016, [16]</td>
<td>Ott et al. (2013)’s translated dataset (1600)</td>
<td>Statistical features</td>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>89.10</td>
<td>89.30</td>
<td>87.50</td>
<td>89.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ott et al., 2011, [12]</td>
<td>Ott et al. (2011)’s dataset ()</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>89.80</td>
<td>89.80</td>
<td>89.80</td>
<td>89.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ott et al., 2013, [18]</td>
<td>Ott et al. (2013)’s dataset (1600)</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>89.10</td>
<td>89.30</td>
<td>88.50</td>
<td>88.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li et al., 2017, [17]</td>
<td>Dianping</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>90.00</td>
<td>89.00</td>
<td>85.00</td>
<td>Over 85.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our proposed approach</td>
<td>Ott et al. (2013)’s translated dataset (1600)</td>
<td>Proposed Semantic features and statistical features</td>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>88.00</td>
<td>96.00</td>
<td>86.00</td>
<td>93%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the obtained experimental results from table 2, we can conclude that the proposed features have shown to be highly effective in Arabic opinion mining outperforming the results obtained by using only statistical features that have been evaluated in previous works. Despite the use of different datasets, the first is for opinion mining and the second for deception detection, we tried to compare with other works and we also obtained better results. This experiment was conducted to prove the importance of using the semantic aspect in Arabic opinion mining.
4. Conclusion

Being able to determine a deceptive opinion from a truthful one is a serious problem in opinion mining and spam detection. The idea of this research is to approach to the right solution for a perfect Arabic deceptive opinions detection system. By working on this, we were able to prove that dealing with Arabic language is much difficult and opposes many morphological and semantic problems that can affect any classification system performance. And looking at the important role of features in any classification system, we focused on exploring and proposing new set of Arabic semantic features that were inspired from the rhetoric phrase dependency algorithms. These last are founded on phrase relations and discourse parsing. Thus, we tried to profit from the deep analysis of the Arabic phrases and the relations polarity in order to calculate the new features. This task was implemented in collaboration with the semi supervised SVM (S3VM) to fulfill the lack of annotated Arabic resources for deception detection. However, this combination and collaboration has been proved to be of a great help to any classification system.

The enhancement made on the proposed approach allowed us to increase the accuracy of the system to 85.99%. There are different directions for extending this system; on one hand, we could improve the Arabic dataset by constructing an annotation system based on active learning technique. In the other hand, it would be worthwhile to integrate the proposed approaches in a recommendation system.
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